Abstract -The paper proposes an image recognition method of wheat disease. Image background is first removed by image segmentation using green feature of wheat leaf to obtain only disease pixels from original leaf image. Then disease features are calculated through 3 schemes: 1) mean values of R, G, B; 2) normalized mean values of R, G, B; 3) green ratios of R/G, B/G. Using disease features as input, image samples are trained and recognized using multi-class RBF SVM. The method has been tested on healthy leaves and leaves infected by leaf powdery mildew, stripe rust, leaf rust and leaf blight. The result shows normalized R, G, B achieved the best recognition rate up to 96%, and the overall recognition rate decreases dramatically while including more disease types in samples.
I. Introduction
Wheat is the second important crops in China, but diseases occurred on wheat has caused severe yield reduction every year. Quick and accurate determination of wheat disease is essential to the early field control, so as to improve the quality and yield. In general, the diseased parts of a crop and the normal parts are usually different in color. For example, the healthy leaf is usually green, and the diseased leaf is probablly in yellow, brown or white [1] .
Computer vision(CV) technology has been widely used in many fields [2] . By using computer vision, the visual information of disease, such as color,shape and texture, can be obtained immediately without destroying the leaf. Up to now, many researchers and experts have done extensive works on it [2] [3] [4] .
The paper proposes an disease diagnosis algorithm of wheat based on Computer Vision, which provides the decision support for early detection and fast treatment on wheat disease.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experimental samples are collected from healthy leaves and 6 types of diseased leaves: powdery mildew, leaf blade stripe rust, leaf rust, leaf blight, yellow dwarf and yellow mosaic. Firstly, the disease images are cut manually from the original images, 30 samples for each type, with total of 210 image samples. The samples are saved into JPEG format files. In order to retain the characteristic of disease, the size of each sample image should be not less than 30*30 pixels.
According to the principle of computer vision, the overall process of the diagnosis algorithm for wheat disease is designed, as shown in Fig. 1 . Firstly, the leaf image is pre-processed, such as enhances the disease pixels by wavelet transformation and filters the noise interference in the image. Then, the image segmentation is performed to remove background pixels in the image to obtain the disease image including only the diseased pixels. Further more, statistical calculations of the disease image are made to get the feature parameters of each disease. Finally, the disease feature parameters are used for the diagnosis of wheat disease to determine the disease type.
A. Image preprocessing
The purpose of image preprocessing is to enhance the diseased area and filter the noise interference in the original image, improving the stability of the image features which will be used for the subsequent disease diagnosis.
Wavelet transformation has the multi-resolution attribute that it is considered as a group of bandpass filters in signal filtering [5] . As it is very irregular, the diseased area usually contains the high frequency components in the image. The original image is transformed by Daubechies wavelet transformation, decomposed into high and low frequencies, filtered the low frequency components,and restored by inverse wavelet transformation. By this way, the diseased area in the image is enhanced, and the low frequency interference of background image is also eliminated.
B. Disease image segmentation
Image segmentation is to separate the image into disease image which contains only disease pixels, it directly affects the International Conference on Advanced Computer Science and Electronics Information (ICACSEI 2013) © 2013. The authors -Published by Atlantis Press accuracy of feature extraction and disease diagnosis [6] . Found from the analysis of image samples of wheat disease, healthy leaves are normally pure green, and the diseased area is usually yellow, brown or white, which is not green. Therefore, image segmentation based on the features of disease color can separate the diseased area effectively.
According to this thought, an algorithm is acquired for disease image segmentation. By mathematical morphology processing with the leaf image, pixels of the healthy area are set to black, and pixels of diseased area are unchanged.
C. Disease Feature Calculation
Image features, such as color, shape and texture, can all be used for plant disease diagnosis [7] . The color feature is most intuitive and simple for calculation. In this paper, according to different statistic patterns of R, G, B vlaues of each pixel in the disease image, three calculation schemes are proposed and used to get disease parameters for further diagnosis comparation.
Scheme I: mean RGB values. In the segmented image which contains only disease pixels, R, G, B values are calculated respectively, as follows: Scheme II: normalized mean RGB values. While capturing disease image, the light intensity in different environment changes the amplitude of R, G, and B values, using color mean values as disease feature directly would lead to misjudgment. By the analysis of experimental image samples, it is found that the value of R , G , or B changes proportionally as the light intensity increased or decreased.
The normalized R , G , B are defined as:
R, G, B are the disease parameters of which are insensitive to the change of light intensity.
Scheme III: green mean ratio. There is a certain correlation in an image among R , G and B . In order to reduce the number of parameters and the insensitivity to light variation, the ratios of R , B to G are defined as disease parameter s:
Using r and b as disease parameters can improve the diagnosis speed.
D. Disease Type Diagnosis
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a classification method based on statistical learning theory. It has good generalization ability which can compromise between model complexity and learning ability under finite samples. The main advantages of SVM are : it can obtain current optimal solution under finite samples; it can obtain the global optimal solution without falling into local optimums that normal algorithms have; it transforms nonlinear problems into linear problems in a higher dimension space, and the algorithm complexity is irrelated with space dimension.
For linearly separable training samples ) ( i i y x， , there exists a hyperplane which can separate two-type samples without error. When the interval of the two types is maximum, the hyperplane is then the optimal classification plane.
Optimal classification function can be calculated by quadratic programming: For nonlinear separable training samples, the input vectors are mapped to a feature space with higher dimension. The optimal hyperplane is constructed in the feature space.This method is called the support vector machine method. While a certain kernel function is defined, the classification function becomes: Support vector machine has been used well in the diagnosis of crop disease. In the four SVM kernel functions, RBF kernel function has the strongest adaptability to samples, it can maximize the ability of mapping linearly inseparable samples to linear separable samples in a higher dimension space. In this paper, the support vector machine based on radial basis kernel function is adopted in the wheat disease classification. First, according to formula (1-3), the disease parameters of known samples are calculated. Then, the parameters are sent to SVM for training. Finally, the diagnosis of unknown samples is made to determine the disease type from the output of SVM.
III . Experimental Results
OpenCV is a computer vision library provided by Intel. It consists of a group of C functions and a small amount of C++ classes, in which many general algorithms in image processing and computer vision have been realized [8] . Visual C++ is used to realize the diagnosis algorithm with OpenCV library.
A. Image preprocessing and disease image segmentation
Preprocessing and segmentation of the disease image samples are made. The result is shown in Fig. 2 , where a is a healthy leaf, b powdery mildew leaf, c stripe rust leaf , d rust blade leaf, e blight leaf, and f to j correspondant disease images. As can be seen from the result, the disease area is mostly seperated from the leaf image. It is found from Table 2 that scheme II has the highest accuracy, scheme III has the lowest accuracy,and scheme I is between scheme II and scheme III.
(2) Influence of training samples on accuracy rate. Using different number of trainning samples for disease diagnosis, the result is obtained as shown in Fig. 3 . As seen from the graph, for scheme I, the accuracy rate is above 80% when using 10 training samples, and increases with the increase of training samples; for scheme II, the accuracy rate is above 90% when using 15 training samples, and increases with the increase of training samples; for scheme III, the accuracy rate is under 60% when using 10 training samples, but increases rapidly with the increase of training samples. The three schemes all reach high accuracy rate when using 20 training samples, but increases very slow or even decrease with the further increase of training samples. This shows that SVM is more suitable for small training samples. Thus, while using SVM for disease diagnosis, the appropriate number of training sample is about 15 to 20.
(3) Influence of increasing disease types on accuracy rate. Add disease samples of yellow dwarf disease and yellow mosaic disease, and repeat the whole test. Pick 30 samples each, with 15 samples for training, others for diagnosis. The result obtained is shown in TABLE III. Comparing with TABLE II and TABLE III , the three schemes have higher accuracy rate while recongnizing 4 disease samples, but drop significantly while using 6 disease samples. This is because less disease parameters lead to similar features of different diseases that can not effectively distinguish more diseases. More feature parameters, such as shape and texture of the disease, should be added to recognize more diseases.
IV . Conclusions
By using the computer vision technology, a diagnosis algorithm of wheat disease is proposed based on color feature and RBF SVM. Experimental result shows that the diagnosis of the wheat disease using color feature achieved good result. Among the three schemes of disease parameters, normalized R, G, B is the best scheme, with the average accuracy rate up to 96%.
In order to improve the applicability of the algorithm, further improvement is needed, especially shape and texture features of the disease should be added to achieve more reliable diagnosis.
